Overlapping-Stent Intervention Treatment of a Giant Right Coronary Artery Pseudoaneurysm
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A 69-year-old woman presented with chest heaviness. She had no remarkable medical history and no history of Kawasaki disease or other inflammatory disease. Echocardiography showed a large paracardiac mass in the lateral free wall of the right atrium. Dual-source 64-slice cardiac computed tomography angiography (CCTA) showed a giant right coronary artery (RCA) pseudoaneurysm (4.4 × 4.5 cm) (Figure 1A). Coronary angiography revealed a large pseudoaneurysm in the RCA with 90% stenosis (Figure 2A, Online Video 1).

This coronary pseudoaneurysm may have been spontaneous. Treatment options included resection with bypass grafting, coil embolization, and covered
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stents (1). However, aneurysms with collateral branches cannot be treated with covered stents, delayed endothelialization, or thrombosis after covered stent implantation (2,3). Some studies reported that treatment of carotid pseudoaneurysms using overlapping stents produced good results (4).

We decided to perform a percutaneous coronary intervention. After balloon dilation of the stenotic lesion of the RCA, a percutaneous procedure using 3 overlapping stents (Lepu drug-eluting stents, 4.0 × 36 mm, 4.0 × 24 mm, and 4.0 × 18 mm, Lepu Medical, People’s Republic of China) was performed (the jet of contrast decreased a little after the first stent was deployed; a second stent was deployed, and there was reduction in the leak, and we then inserted a third stent). Although small leaks remained, an overlapping-stent intervention induced a slow-velocity flow field in the pseudoaneurysmal sac (Figure 2B, Online Video 2). After the procedure, the patient was on aspirin and clopidogrel. One month after the procedure, the patient reported no discomfort. The coronary angiogram revealed that the pseudoaneurysm was completely sealed off, and the branch of the RCA was not affected (Figure 2C, Online Video 3). At 9 month follow-up, the patient was symptom free. CCTA demonstrated stent patency and complete coverage of the neck with total exclusion of the pseudoaneurysm (Figure 1B). The patient remains asymptomatic at the 20-month clinical follow-up.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first reported percutaneous treatment of a coronary pseudoaneurysm with multiple overlapping stents.
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